Below are two sets of Tutorial Videos for D2L. The first set shows the new D2L interface appearing on May 17th, and the Center for Online Learning & Innovation (COLI) is in the process of updating all tutorial videos to show the current version of D2L. The second set features an older D2L interface, but in both old and new interfaces the procedures for creating and doing things are mostly the same. So if you see a video listed that isn't a clickable link or don't see the topic you are looking for, check the videos for the old interface below. The older videos can still be helpful in learning how to do things in D2L.

Table of Contents

Basics
- Introduction and Basic Navigation
- Grade Report
- Accessing Google Drive Content Linked in D2L
- Add Your Pronouns to D2L

Discussions
- Basics of Online Discussions (D2L) at Canisius
- Creating Threads and Replies in Discussion Topics
- Grid View in Discussions
- Installing Links, Files, or YouTube Videos into a Discussion Topic
- Subscribe to Receive Email Notifications When a Class Member Contributes to a Discussion

Dropboxes
- Submitting Files to a Dropbox
- Getting past the "Oops, your file couldn't be uploaded" Message in a D2L Dropbox
- Viewing Assignment Feedback in the Dropbox (if available)
## Quizzes

- The Basics of Taking Quizzes and Exams - Transcript
- Viewing a Graded Quiz Submission (if Available)

## Groups

- Join a Group in D2L - Transcript
- Introduction to Groups in D2L - Transcript
- Filter your Class List by Groups Text Tutorial

## Other Useful Tutorials

- D2L Dropbox Troubleshooting for Students
- D2L Tutorial for Students: View Quiz Feedback
- Filter your Class List by Groups

Sync D2L Calendar with a Personal Calendar - Transcript
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